Introduction to the Dissertation Scholarship – Editorial Manager

How to approve student submissions and receive RRB feedback.
Dear Chair,

One of your dissertation students, Mr. Brett Nelson, has submitted a Proposal Research Review to be reviewed by the Research Review Board.

Please log onto University of the Rockies Dissertation Scholarship to approve this submission for review. In order to access the submission, please click this link: http://words.edmgr.com/l.asp?i=115&l=KL1K2562 *

If the above link does not work, please go to http://words.edmgr.com/. Your User Name is CChair-357 and your password: chair87346.

The submission’s reference is UoRDS-D-14-00011.

With kind regards,

Brett Nelson
Dissertation and Thesis Administrator

*If clicking the link above does not open an RRB Document Management System window, your email program may have inserted some spaces and/or line markers into the link. Please open a browser window manually and copy and paste the entire link from the email into the url address box. The link starts with the letters “http” and ends with the letters “rev=X” (where X represents a number such as 0,1,2, etc.) Note that the end of the link may be shown on a different line in this email, and may be shown in a different color than the beginning of the link. The entire link must be copied and pasted into the browser in order for the correct RRB Document Management System window to be displayed. After copying the link into the url address box, you must also remove any spaces and line markers (e.g. > or >>) by using the delete or backspace keys on your keyboard.

Receive automated notification of student submission.
Please log onto University of the Rockies Dissertation Scholarship to approve this submission for review. In order to access the submission, please click this link: http://uords.edmgr.com/l.asp?i=115&l=KLIKZ562
New student submissions for review will be listed under “Pending Assignments.”
Here, you will be able to first review the submission by clicking "View Submission," then notify the dissertation administrator you approve by clicking "Submit Recommendation."
Approving/Not Approving

First, answer the reviewer question.
Second, select the appropriate chair recommendation and click “Proceed.”
Confirm your approval, and submit back to the dissertation administrator.
You will be notified by email that your review is complete.

Ref.: Ms. No. WORDS-D-14-00014
Mr. Brett Nelson
Letter of Intent (LOI)
University of the Rockies Dissertation Scholarship

Dear Chair,

Thank you for verifying whether or not you approve Mr. Brett Nelson’s Letter of Intent (LOI).

You can access your review comments and the decision letter (when available) by logging onto the RRB Document Management System site at:

http://words.edmgr.com/
username: CChair-357
password: chair87345

Kind regards,
Brett Nelson
Dissertation and Thesis Administrator
University of the Rockies Dissertation Scholarship
Once the Research Review Board review is complete, you will receive an automated email with the feedback.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Identified a general problem in the discipline that supports the need to conduct the proposed research and described a specific research problem that the research will address, backed with recent sources. Briefly explained how the results of the study could be used to address the specific research problem.

Reviewer #2: Test

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Stated a clear purpose. Identified the research method, design, population, and geographic location.

Reviewer #2: Test

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

Described the importance of the proposed research, including how the study represents a unique approach to the problem, how the results may contribute to theory and/or practice in the field, and the implications of the research. Identified any knowledge gaps to be addressed by the proposed research.

Reviewer #2: Test

METHOD OVERVIEW

Provided brief overview of the research methodology: research method and research design, population and sample, instrumentation, and data collection and analysis approaches.
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